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Abstract
Authors are often faced with the decision of whether to maximize impact or minimize costs when
publishing the results of their research. For example, to potentially improve impact via increased
accessibility, many subscription-based journals now offer the option of paying a fee to publish
open access (i.e., hybrid journals), but this solution excludes authors who lack the capacity to pay
to make their research accessible. Here, we tested if paying to publish open access in a subscription-
based journal benefited authors by conferring more citations relative to closed access articles. We
identified 146,415 articles published in 152 hybrid journals in the field of biology from 2013-2018
to compare the number of citations between various types of open access and closed access articles.
In a simple generalized linear model analysis of our full dataset, we found that publishing open
access in hybrid journals that offer the option confers an average citation advantage to authors of
17.8 citations compared to closed access articles in similar journals. After taking into account the
number of authors, journal impact, year of publication, and subject area, we still found that open
access generated significantly more citations than closed access (p < 0.0001). However, results
were complex, with exact differences in citation rates among access types impacted by these other
variables. This citation advantage based on access type was even similar when comparing open
and closed access articles published in the same issue of a journal (p < 0.0001). However, by
examining articles where the authors paid an article processing charge, we found that cost itself
was not predictive of citation rates (p = 0.14). Based on our findings of access type and other model
parameters, we suggest that, in most cases, paying for access does confer a citation advantage. For
authors with limited budgets, we recommend pursuing open access alternatives that do not require
paying a fee as they still yielded more citations than closed access. For authors who are considering
where to submit their next article, we offer additional suggestions on how to balance exposure via
citations with publishing costs.

Keywords: open access publishing, paywall, hybrid journal, article processing charge, citation
advantage, mixed-effect model
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Introduction 1

Ensuring global access to published research is a major goal of scientists today. To achieve this 2

goal, journals have begun to shift toward open access (OA) publishing and away from subscription- 3

based, or closed access, publishing. As OA publishing has grown, several OA publishing modalities 4

have emerged, each offering distinct benefits to authors and readers. The “gold” OA category 5

describes articles made freely available upon publication directly from the publisher’s website 6

under an open license. While gold OA makes accessing research easiest for readers, to publish 7

under the gold OA category, authors must pay an article processing charge (APC). APCs typically 8

place a significant financial responsibility on the author, and depending on available funding, may 9

restrict the number of outlets where they can publish their research. 10

Gold OA articles may be published either in journals that are entirely open access or in “hybrid” 11

journals, which are traditional, subscription-based outlets that have an option for authors to make 12

articles freely available via payment of an APC (i.e., “hybrid gold”). Hybrid models have the appeal 13

of allowing authors to publish in well-known high impact journals, while simultaneously making 14

them open to non-subscribers. With the rise in OA mandates by funding agencies and universities, 15

the number of subscription-based journals that have introduced a gold OA option has exploded 16

over the past 15 years [Jahn et al., 2022, Björk, 2017]. This increase in hybrid journals has led 17

to an increase in Other gold OA articles published in hybrid journals from an estimated 8,000 in 18

2009 to 45,000 in 2016 [Björk, 2017]. Furthermore, Elsevier reported a doubling in the number 19

of hybrid gold OA articles published in their hybrid journals every year between 2015 and 2019 20

[Jahn et al., 2022]. During this same period of time, APCs have increased dramatically, generally 21

outpacing the rate of increases in journal impact and the rate expected if APCs were indexed to 22

inflation [Khoo, 2019]. For example, in a sample of biology journals, 2022 APCs ranged from 23

$1,395 to $5,790 (Table 1). 24

With increased pressure to make research open, and rising APCs, authors are left with dif- 25

ficult decisions when choosing how and where to effectively communicate their science. Due to 26

the recent rise of OA publishing, many fully OA journals tend to be younger and lack the well- 27
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established audiences of traditional subscription-based journals that have introduced OA options. 28

The generally higher impact of hybrid journals has allowed them to charge higher APCs than fully 29

open journals [Asai, 2022]. While traditional considerations of journal impact and target audience 30

remain important, authors must factor budget into their decisions more heavily now than they did 31

in pre-OA times. 32

Other OA categories in addition to gold OA have emerged that do not require fees of the 33

authors. Bronze OA describes articles that are designated OA by the journals themselves and at no 34

cost to the author [Piwowar et al., 2018]. However, the process by which articles are selected for 35

bronze OA is unknown and may not be permanent [Piwowar et al., 2018]. A perhaps under-utilized 36

alternative to publishing articles OA in either fully OA or hybrid journals is “green” OA, in which 37

authors self-archive their work by uploading preprints to servers like bioRxiv or by depositing post- 38

prints in institutional repositories or other archives [Tennant et al., 2016, Gadd and Troll Covey, 39

2019]. Although green OA is subject to journal permissions, formatting restrictions, and embargo 40

periods, there is no cost to the author under this model, making green OA a particularly appealing 41

alternative to costly APCs. 42

For certain budgets, the main question authors face when deciding to pay an APC is whether 43

increased access to their work would translate to increased citations. Thus far, attempts to answer 44

whether OA publishing confers a citation advantage to authors relative to publishing closed access 45

have produced mixed results. While many studies have found support for an OA citation advantage, 46

others have found the opposite [Dorta-González et al., 2017]. Furthermore, studies that have found 47

support for a citation advantage between OA and closed access [Piwowar et al., 2018, Sotudeh 48

et al., 2019, Ottaviani, 2016] have been careful to avoid concluding that OA status leads to greater 49

citations due to methodological and statistical challenges involved in designing a robust citation 50

study that limits the impact of confounders, including language [Lewis, 2018, Basson et al., 2021, 51

Moed, 2007]), field or subject area [Archambault et al., 2016, Holmberg et al., 2020, Hubbard, 52

2017], and journal age. Therefore, any attempt to estimate differences in citation rates between 53

access types must be aware of the potentially confounding forces that may influence citations and 54
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account for article attributes that may influence citation rates. 55

Hybrid journals provide the closest thing to a direct comparison that could be used to test 56

whether a citation advantage for OA publishing exists [Björk, 2017, Harnad and Brody, 2004, 57

Tang et al., 2017]. Specifically, hybrid journals circumvent the confounding factor of variation 58

in journal impact as both OA and closed access articles can be compared for the same journal. 59

However, few existing studies have taken advantage of the comparison presented by hybrid OA 60

journals to test if OA confers a citation advantage. One such example recovered evidence that OA 61

articles were cited earlier and more frequently than closed access articles published in the same 62

journal during the same period of time [Eysenbach, 2006]. However, a comprehensive assessment 63

testing whether OA confers greater citations while taking differeneces among subject areas into 64

account is lacking. 65

Biology has a higher than average number of hybrid OA papers than other fields [Laakso and 66

Björk, 2016], and a citation advantage for OA has been documented [Archambault et al., 2016, 67

McCabe and Snyder, 2014]. Although a few previous studies have looked at the citation pattern in 68

biology, they have largely been limited to just one sub-field within biology [AlRyalat et al., 2019], 69

analyzed relatively small number of records or subset of publications (∼3,500 records; [Tang et al., 70

2017]), or a combination of these [Calver and Bradley, 2010, Clements, 2017]. Furthermore, the 71

results of these studies are conflicting with regard to whether paying to publish OA actually confers 72

a citation advantage to the authors, with some finding a benefit [Tang et al., 2017, Clements, 2017], 73

and others recovering a minimal effect [Calver and Bradley, 2010]. Clements [2017], controlling 74

for self-citation, impact factor, number of authors, and article type, investigated the citation patterns 75

and found an OA citation advantage in three marine ecology journals, yet no such advantage was 76

identified in six conservation biology journals [Calver and Bradley, 2010]. Due to the limited scope 77

of prior research, it remains unclear whether there is any citations advantage provided by OA across 78

sub-fields in biology. 79

In this study, we addressed the question of whether authors across sub-fields in the biological 80

sciences can expect to gain more citations by paying an APC to publish OA in a hybrid journal. 81
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Using the Web of Science database, we collected a sample of 146,415 articles published in 152 82

hybrid journals published between 2013 and 2018 to compare the rates of citation between OA 83

and non-OA articles. We used these data to assess (1) the degree to which OA articles published 84

in hybrid journals are cited more than non-OA articles, (2) the contributions of factors such as 85

author count, journal impact factor, and sub-field to citation rates, and (3) if and how these factors 86

influenced any differences in citations rates among access types. Based on our results, we provide 87

specific and concrete recommendations to authors that should aid decision-making regarding when 88

to and whether it is worthwhile to pay an APC to publish OA in hybrid biology journals. Overall, 89

our results show a general citation advantage for OA over closed access, and a clear advantage for 90

hybrid gold OA over other types of OA, but this advantage varies depending on article attributes, 91

such as number of authors or journal impact. 92

Materials and Methods 93

Our methodology to acquire and curate the data is laid out in Figure 1. We used Clarivate An- 94

alytics Web of Science to obtain bibliographic data from hybrid journals. We selected journals 95

from 12 Web of Science categories encompassing biology: Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, 96

Cell Biology, Entomology, Evolutionary Biology, Genetics and Heredity, Marine and Freshwater 97

Biology, Microbiology, Mycology, Neurosciences and Neurology, Oncology, Plant Sciences, and 98

Zoology. To select only journals with a hybrid publishing model, we excluded all journals that did 99

not include records classified as “Other gold”, the Clarivate Analytics Web of Science designation 100

for hybrid gold articles defined as articles with Creative Commons licenses that are not published 101

in solely OA journals. We also filtered results to remove records not published between 2013 and 102

2018 and manually verified whether each journal met the hybrid publishing model requirement 103

(Fig. 1). In addition to the bibliographic data obtained for each article (i.e., number of authors 104

and OA status: closed access, bronze, green, or hybrid gold), we collected data for the following 105

journal-level citation metrics from Clarivate Analytics Journal Citation Reports (JCR): JCR Quar- 106
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tile within a selected Web of Science Category, and Article Influence Score (AIS), which quantifies 107

the average influence of a journal’s article within five years of publication. We also collected APCs 108

as of June 2021 from publisher websites for each journal. 109

To examine the relationship between OA and citation rates while controlling for other factors, 110

we used generalized linear models. In all models, our response variable was raw citations counts. 111

As citation count is likely non-normally distributed, we initially fit generalized linear models to 112

the data with a Poisson distribution for the response. However, likelihood-ratio (Chi-square) tests 113

always indicated that the negative binomial distribution described the data better due to variance 114

inflation in the number of citations (all χ2 > 3, 437, 870, p < 0.0001 ), and thus we used that 115

distribution for all analyses. In the “full analysis”, we included OA status, author count, JCR 116

quartile (1, 2, 3, or 4), AIS, and year as fixed effects, and field and journal (nested in field) as 117

random effects (Table 3). To improve model convergence and adjust for skewed distributions of 118

the independent variables, we scaled AIS and author count. We also included two-way interaction 119

terms between OA status and each of the other fixed effects. Collinearity among fixed effects was 120

generally low as evidenced by low generalized variance inflation factor scores (all < 1.31). Thus, 121

we considered variance inflation not to be an issue in the full model. In all analyses, statistical 122

significance of fixed effects and interactions was assessed via Type II Wald Chi-square tests using 123

the ’Anova’ function from the R package ‘car’ [Fox et al., 2022]. Pairwise comparisons among 124

groups within a variable were assessed by a Wald Z test with a Bonferroni correction using the 125

‘emmeans’ R package [Lenth et al., 2022]. All analyses were done in R (version 4.2.1; Team 126

[2020a]) and RStudio (version 2022.07.1+554; Team [2020b]). 127

In a separate analysis, we used a paired design to compare the number of citations between 128

articles published hybrid gold OA and closed access within the same volume and issue of a journal. 129

Thus, we filtered the downloaded records including only issues with both hybrid gold and closed 130

access articles (Fig. 1). These matched data were used in a second statistical analysis (hereafter 131

“matched analysis”) with the response variable of citation count; all independent model parameters 132

for this analysis were the same as those used for the full dataset. However, volume (nested within 133
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journal nested within field) and issue (nested within volume nested within journal nested within 134

field) were also included as random effects in the matched analysis. Again, we used a generalized 135

linear model with negative binomial family structure to analyze the data. 136

In a final sub-analysis, we examined the relationship between citation count and APCs (here- 137

after “APC analysis”). The full data was restricted to only include articles published under the 138

hybrid gold access model (i.e., those in which APCs had been paid; Fig. 1). A generalized linear 139

model with negative binomial family structure was used to model the relationships between cita- 140

tion count (the response variable) and the same independent variables that were used in the full 141

model analysis with the exception that access type was removed (since all articles were published 142

hybrid gold), and APC charge was included. 143

Results 144

After filtering, we obtained citation data for 146,415 journal articles from 152 hybrid journals 145

across 12 fields within biology (Table 2). The number of records per journal averaged 963 and 146

ranged from 15 to 11,286. Records across research fields averaged 12,201 and ranged from 4,575 147

to 31,253. Across all articles, 61,117 articles were considered closed access whereas 85,298 had 148

some form of OA. Specifically, 18,032 articles were classified as hybrid gold, 9,261 were classified 149

as green, and 58,005 were classified as bronze. 150

In a simple generalized linear model analyses with access as the only independent variable, we 151

found that hybrid gold articles had an average of 31.1 (30.6 - 31.5; 95% C.L.) citations, compared 152

to 13.3 (13.2 - 13.4) citations for closed access articles. Bronze access articles averaged 35.9 (35.6 153

- 36.2) citations, while green access articles averaged 19.3 (18.9 - 19.7) citations. All categories of 154

access were statistically different from one another (Wald z statistic with Bonferroni correction, all 155

z > 16.411, all p < 0.0001). 156

Our full model indicated that, in addition to access type, all other variables included in the 157

model had significant relationships with citation counts. Variation in the log number of citations 158
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due to the specific journal an article was published in had a standard deviation of 0.27. Similarly, 159

variation in the log number of citations due to the biological sub-field in which an article was 160

published had a standard deviation of 0.15. Moreover, we found that fixed-effects variables all 161

interacted with access type to influence citation counts (Table 4). For example, the model suggested 162

that hybrid gold access generated more citations than the other three access types when articles 163

had few authors, but generated fewer citations than other access types when articles had many 164

authors. Thus, to explore potential non-linearities in the relationship between number of authors 165

and number of citations, as well as the interaction between number of authors and access type, we 166

binned the number of authors into the following discrete categories: 1, 2, 3-4, 5-8, 9-16, 17-32, 167

33-64, 65-128, 129-256, and >257 authors. However, we note that only 118 (0.08%) articles had 168

more than 64 authors. A likelihood-ratio test indicated that categorizing the author-count variable 169

in this way significantly improved the model (χ2
30 = 467.07, p < 0.0001). Therefore, we used 170

this categorized variable in our full model analysis. The model indicated that with only a single 171

author, hybrid gold generated 2.86 (3.66 - 2.24; 95% C.L.), 2.25 (2.72 - 1.86; 95% C.L.), and 172

2.08 (2.77 - 1.57; 95% C.L.) times as many citations as closed access, bronze, and green access 173

types respectively (Fig. 2A; all z > 6.812, all Bonferroni-adjusted p < 0.0001). With only a single 174

author, green and bronze also generated significantly more citations than closed access (p = 0.0121 175

and 0.0061, respectively), but differences were relatively small: 1.38 (1.05 - 1.81) and 1.27 (1.04 176

- 1.54) times as many citations, respectively. With one author, green and bronze access types were 177

not significantly different from each other (p = 1.000). This ranked pattern in citations as a function 178

of access was generally maintained between 2 and 32 authors, with hybrid gold generating the most 179

citations, followed by green/bronze, and last by closed access (Fig. 2A). Differences among OA 180

types were not always statistically significant, but OA types always generated significantly more 181

citations than closed access over this author-count range (all z > 4.18, all p < 0.0002). Above 33 182

authors, differences among access types were more variable but typically not significantly different 183

(Fig. 2A). 184

Although the full model indicated significant interactions between JCR quartile and access 185
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type, as well year of publication and access type (Table 4), the general pattern of hybrid gold > 186

green/bronze > closed access in terms of number of citations held across JCR Quartiles, scaled 187

AIS, and year of publication (Fig. 2). However, the differences among the 4 types of access 188

decreased with higher JCR Quartiles (Fig. 2B), lower scaled AIS scores (Fig. 2C), and year 189

of publication (Fig. 2D). By the 4th quartile, differences between hybrid gold and bronze, and 190

between bronze and closed access were no longer statistically significant (z = 1.80, 1.84; p = 191

0.43, 0.40, respectively). Similarly, at scaled AIS values < 1.5, differences between bronze/green 192

and closed access were not significantly different (all z > 2.66, all p > 0.05). Finally, from 2016 193

to 2018, differences between green and closed access were not significantly different (all z > 2.56; 194

all p > 0.062), and in 2018 differences between bronze and closed access were not significantly 195

different (z = 2.02; p = 0.26). 196

Our matched analysis included 28,081 journal articles from 129 journals across the same 12 197

fields within biology (Table 2). The number of records per journal averaged 218 and ranged from 198

2 to 8,624. Records across research fields averaged 2,340 and ranged from 7 to 8,624 as some 199

fields were only represented by a single journal. Across all articles, 23,598 were considered closed 200

access whereas 4,483 were classified as hybrid gold. 201

Our model of the matched analysis dataset indicated that, in addition to access type, all other 202

variables included in the model had significant relationships with citation counts, but moreover, 203

the variables all interacted with access type to influence citation counts, except for year (Table 5). 204

Unlike with the full dataset, treating author count as a categorical (i.e., binned) variable did not 205

significantly improve the model (χ2
12 = 10.46, p = 0.56). The model indicated that with only 206

a single author, hybrid gold generated 1.26 (1.136 - 1.4; 95% C.L.) times as many citations as 207

closed access (Fig. 3A; z = 4.339, Bonferroni-adjusted p < 0.0001). The differences between 208

hybrid gold and closed access decreased with increasing number of authors until 16 authors, at 209

which point differences were not statistically significant (Fig. 3A; z = 1.823, Bonferroni-adjusted 210

p = 0.068). Above ∼60 authors, differences between access types were once again significant, 211

with closed access generating more citations than hybrid gold (Fig. 3A; z = −2.290, Bonferroni- 212
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adjusted p = 0.0220). 213

Similar to the analysis of the full dataset, and despite the interaction, the general pattern of 214

hybrid gold > closed access, in terms of number of citations, held across JCR Quartiles and scaled 215

AIS values (Figs. 3B,C). As with the full dataset, the differences between the two types of access 216

decreased with higher-numbered JCR Quartiles (Fig. 3B) or lower scaled AIS scores (Fig. 3C). By 217

the 4th JCR quartile, differences between hybrid gold and closed access were no longer statistically 218

significant (Fig. 3B; z = −0.407; p = 0.68). Finally, we observed significantly greater number of 219

citations for hybrid gold compared to closed access at all scaled AIS values, although differences 220

decreased very slightly with increasing AIS values (Fig. 3C; all z > 3.677, all p > 0.0002). 221

Our APC analysis included 17,542 journal articles from 152 journals across 11 fields; the field 222

of Biochemistry and Cellular Biology was comprised of articles from a single journal, and hence 223

was removed from the analysis due to limited sample sizes that impacted model convergence. The 224

number of records per journal averaged 116 and ranged from 1 to 2,649. Records across research 225

fields averaged 1594 and ranged from 270 to 4,501. In a simple analysis of the relationship between 226

number of citations and APCs, we found that for each standard deviation increase in APC (about 227

$1500), we observed a 19.7% (17.7% - 21.9%; 95% C.L.) increase in the number of citations 228

(p < 0.0001). However, we also found that for each $1000 dollar increase in APC, there was 229

about a 1 unit (0.93 ± 0.03; ± 95% C.I.) increase in AIS (standard linear regression; p < 0.0001; 230

r2 = 0.21; note that AIS in the data ranged from 0.17 to 20.8). After statistically controlling for 231

AIS, JCR quartile, author count, and year, we found that the main effect of APC was not significant, 232

but that there were significant interactions between APC and year, as well as APC and scaled AIS 233

values (Table 6). Specifically, increasing APC resulted in slight increases in number of citations at 234

low AIS, but almost no increase in number of citations at high AIS (Fig. 4A). Similarly, increasing 235

APCs resulted in negligible to a slight increase in number of citations for all years except 2017, in 236

which cases increasing APCs resulted in a decrease in the number of citations (Fig. 4B). 237
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Discussion and Conclusion 238

All OA types—gold, green, and bronze—yielded a significant citation advantage relative to closed 239

access articles published in hybrid journals (Figure 2). We did find a more pronounced advantage 240

for hybrid gold articles than bronze or green articles, suggesting that paying an APC to make an 241

article freely available provides a greater comparative citation advantage (but see further discussion 242

of the APC charges below). The exceptions to this pattern appear to be articles with a large number 243

of authors (>∼32 authors), and those published in relatively low impact journals (i.e., those with 244

AIS scores close to 0 and/or in the lowest JCR quartile). We observed the same general patterns 245

when restricting our analyses to compare only hybrid gold and closed access articles that were 246

published in the same issue of a journal (Figure 3). 247

When publishing under hybrid gold access models, journals with higher AIS scores (i.e., higher 248

impact) tend to have higher APCs [Budzinski et al., 2020]. Thus, paying the higher APCs associ- 249

ated with higher impact journals may result in more citations, a pattern we recovered support for 250

in our APC analysis. However, after controlling for the effect of journal impact quantified by AIS, 251

higher APCs had minimal effects on citation counts. Disentangling the effects of journal impact 252

when trying to assess whether paying an APC adds additional citations has proven difficult, as au- 253

thors may prioritize making their more impactful work open [Craig et al., 2007]. Our results were 254

consistent with Piwowar et al. [2018], who found an OA citation advantage primarily driven by 255

hybrid gold publishing. 256

Our results indicate that paying an APC for gold OA in a hybrid journal or self-depositing at no 257

cost to the authors is a tradeoff between time and money. Opting for the gold route by paying an 258

APC allows an article to be freely available immediately upon publication, increasing the potential 259

audience size by removing barriers to reader access while the research is new, likely increasing 260

the attention the article receives. Indeed, our results suggest that publishing gold OA article in a 261

hybrid journal maximizes citations in most scenarios. Additionally, choosing to publish gold OA 262

avoids the embargo period imposed by publishers that authors face when choosing to publish green 263

OA, which may last six months to a year post-publication. That said, our results do indicate that 264
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self-archiving also confers an (albeit less pronounced) citation advantage; therefore, if funds are 265

not available it is still advantageous for authors to deposit their works in repositories (Figure 5). 266

Publishers are aware of this tradeoff, as evidenced by the mainstreaming of the hybrid model, 267

the rise of APCs themselves [Budzinski et al., 2020], and increased restrictions on self-archiving 268

[Gadd and Troll Covey, 2019]. Though many authors have noticed higher APCs within the same 269

journals over time [Khoo, 2019], historical data on APCs is difficult to find. In 2019, then-current 270

APCs were published for a selection of journals listed in the Directory of Open Access Journals 271

[Krzton, 2019]. In a 4-year time frame (between 2019 and 2022), the APCs for all but one journal 272

became more expensive, and one title (PLoS Biology) increased its APC by nearly 77% (Table 1). 273

While these figures are from gold (fully OA) journals rather than hybrid journals, they do reflect 274

the trend of increasing APCs, and several of those journals are controlled by commercial pub- 275

lishers that also have substantial hybrid journal offerings within biology. Along with rising APCs, 276

publishers have increased restrictions on the conditions of self-archiving one’s work, particularly 277

by adding embargoes on green OA deposits [Gadd and Troll Covey, 2019]. Beyond putting authors 278

in the difficult position of having to choose between allocating funds to new research or publishing 279

their existing work gold OA, these new barriers threaten to drive further inequality between the 280

Global North and South, which has spurred a growing movement to eliminate APCs altogether 281

[Alperin, 2022, Peterson et al., 2019, Alizon, 2018, Mekonnen et al., 2022]. 282

In light of the foregoing discussion, we offer the following recommendations to authors sub- 283

mitting a manuscript to a biology journal (visualized in Fig. 5): 284

• Choice of journal should not be dependent on open-access status. Due to the widespread 285

adoption of OA through a variety of channels, most authors today have the option of pub- 286

lishing OA, regardless of target journal. Authors should choose the best-fit journal for their 287

research according to their preferred criteria, separate from the issue of when and how to 288

make their work open. The only exception would be if a research sponsor mandates gold 289

OA, in which case authors could not submit to subscription journals that did not at least 290

offer a hybrid option. 291
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• If a research sponsor requires gold OA, their funding should cover the APC. Authors 292

should review the terms of sponsored research agreements closely to see whether any result- 293

ing publications are required to be OA. Some sponsors specify immediate public access to 294

the version of record via gold OA, in which case authors should request that sponsor cover 295

the APC if publication fees are not already written into the grant. 296

• Authors should save the final accepted manuscript version for later deposit in institu- 297

tional repositories. Many journals that permit green OA via deposit into an institutional 298

repository still prohibit deposit of the publisher’s PDF with all journal formatting and type- 299

setting applied. When the final version of the manuscript has been approved by the journal 300

editors and all authors, at least one author should retain that version in manuscript form to 301

deposit into an open repository. If the journal requires an embargo period, contact reposito- 302

ries to see whether an immediate deposit is possible with an embargo that will automatically 303

expire on a certain date. This eliminates the need for authors to personally keep track of 304

when they can self-deposit and also minimizes the chances of misplacing the manuscript file 305

in the meantime. 306

• Consider depositing all closed access articles over two years old. Green OA articles were 307

found to have a citation advantage in this study and others [Ottaviani, 2016]. The more 308

restrictive commercial publishers typically set their embargo period for self-deposit in a 309

repository at two years, with most others allowing for self-deposit after one year or even 310

six months. Any article published two years ago or more is almost certainly eligible to be 311

deposited into an open repository. Authors can leverage the OA citation advantage for these 312

older articles at no cost to themselves, and some institutions may provide assistance with 313

deposit through their scholarly communication units and/or libraries. 314

• Ensure when paying an APC that the article will receive a recognized open license. 315

When authors pay an APC, it is important to verify that the article will be published under 316

a “CC-BY” or similar open license and that the license will be clearly listed either on the 317
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journal page or in the text of the article itself. This guarantees that authors who pay APCs 318

are providing gold, rather than bronze, OA to their work. 319

• Check whether your institution has a nonexclusive right to deposit prior to publication. 320

Some universities have adopted policies that assert a nonexclusive right to distribute schol- 321

arly work by affiliated personnel on behalf of the authors. These policies are designed to 322

supersede publisher embargoes on self-deposit and may allow authors to open their articles 323

via the green route immediately upon acceptance, without paying an APC. 324

Data Availability 325

Raw data and scripts used to replicate the analyses conducted here were archived in a GitHub repos- 326

itory and are available on Zenodo: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7416222. Ad- 327

ditionally, the models themselves have been saved as R objects and deposited in the Auburn Univer- 328

sity institutional archive AUrora: https://aurora.auburn.edu/handle/11200/50478.329
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Tables 501

Journal 2019 APC 2022 APC
Genome Biology 3490 5030
Nature Communications 5200 5790
PLoS Biology 3000 5300
Scientific Reports 1790 2090
Database: The Journal of Biological Databases and Curation 1680 2475
Frontiers in Plant Science 2950 2950
Ecology and Evolution 1950 2200
PeerJ 1095 1395

Table 1. Gold OA journal APC changes over time. A selection of gold OA journals from
previous study [Krzton, 2019] are listed with the APC values from that study compared
to current APC values at the time of our study, representing changes over a 4 year time
period. All amounts are listed in US currency. None of these journals were used in the
current study, which targeted hybrid access journals, but instead represent general trends
in APC changes over time.

Research Area Number of Journals Number of Articles Number of Matched Articles Bronze Closed Access Green Other Gold
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology 1 11286 8624 28 9799 969 490
Cell Biology 4 4575 7 3868 10 50 647
Entomology 8 5777 1567 380 4669 445 283
Evolutionary Biology 16 16061 3007 8133 4806 1186 1936
Genetics and Heredity 6 7190 336 2512 1016 232 3430
Marine and Freshwater Biology 6 8708 2805 77 7812 549 270
Microbiology 8 21921 596 18700 720 581 1920
Mycology 16 7099 1627 1059 5116 346 578
Neurosciences and Neurology 5 6465 1366 2707 1510 927 1321
Oncology 5 16152 1724 9250 1413 898 4591
Plant Sciences 7 9928 990 7005 1603 144 1176
Zoology 70 31253 5432 4286 22643 2934 1390
Totals 152 146415 28081 58005 61117 9261 18032

Table 2. Breakdown of records by sub-field in Biology. A summary of the data used
in this study, including sub-field, number of journals targeted and total number of articles
used. Additionally, the number of articles in the ”matched analysis” are included as well
as a break down by access type of each sub-field.
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Predictor
Variables

Random
Variables

Response
Variable

Access Type Field Citation Counts

Author Count Journal in Field

Journal
Citation
Reports (JCR)
Quartile

Article
Influence
Score

Year

Table 3. Model parameters for full open access dataset. The various variables in-
cluded as predictor variables are listed along with random variables in the statistical model
of the full dataset. In the “Matched Analysis”, an additional random variable of “volume
and issue” was included and the records were subset to only include volumes/issues with
both OA and closed access articles. Finally, in the third “APC analysis” model, the predic-
tor variable of APC was added and articles were subset to only include hybrid gold where
authors paid an APC, thus removing the predictor of access type. All models shared the
same response variable of Citation Counts.
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Variable χ2 df p-value
Access type 540.16 3 < 0.0001
Author Count 2391.91 9 < 0.0001
JCR Quartile 115.45 3 < 0.0001
AIS 109.91 1 < 0.0001
Year 27708.11 5 < 0.0001
Access type x Author Count 174.90 25 < 0.0001
Access type x JCR Quartile 64.10 9 < 0.0001
Access type x AIS 36.57 3 < 0.0001
Access type x Year 141.52 15 < 0.0001

Table 4. Results of analysis of full dataset. Type II Wald Chi-square tests were used.
Thus, significance tests of interactions terms were marginal, but significance tests of
main-effects terms were marginal excluding all interaction terms.

Variable χ2 df p-value
Access type 221.06 1 < 0.0001
Author Count 238.65 1 < 0.0001
JCR Quartile 86.64 3 < 0.0001
AIS 55.73 1 < 0.0001
Year 1846.44 5 < 0.0001
Access type x Author Count 14,43 1 0.00014
Access type x JCR Quartile 19.42 3 < 0.0002
Access type x AIS 4.12 1 0.04
Access type x Year 6.86 5 0.23

Table 5. Results of analysis of matched dataset. Type II Wald Chi-square tests were
used. Thus, significance tests of interactions terms were marginal, but significance tests
of main-effects terms were marginal excluding all interaction terms.
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Variable χ2 df p-value
APC 2.16 1 0.14
Author Count 172.62 1 < 0.0001
JCR Quartile 34.49 3 < 0.0001
AIS 62.51 1 < 0.0001
Year 3284.59 5 < 0.0001
APC x Author Count 1.91 1 0.17
APC x JCR Quartile 5.20 3 0.15
APC x AIS 12.90 1 0.0003
APC x Year 19.50 5 0.0015

Table 6. Results of analysis of APC dataset. Type II Wald Chi-square tests were used.
Thus, significance tests of interactions terms were marginal, but significance tests of
main-effects terms were marginal excluding all interaction terms.
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Figures 502
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&
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Figure 1. Data preparation. A. We obtained citation records for articles published in
hybrid journals by conducting searches on Clarivate Analytics Web of Science for different
sub-fields in biology. We verified whether the journals found by each search were hybrid
journals and, if so, we downloaded data, including number of citations, OA type, etc., for
all articles published in each journal between 2013 and 2018. We also obtained citation
metrics that we used as predictors in our full and “matched” analyses. B. For the matched
analysis, we restricted our dataset to compare hybrid gold and closed access articles
published in the same volume and issue of our journals. C. Lastly, we obtained values as
of June 2021 for each journal’s APC to test APC values were associated with number of
citations.
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Figure 2. Citations as a function of various model parameters and access type.
Access type is color coded to match the named color scheme (e.g. green is indicated in
green), except closed access which is indicated in black. A. Interaction between access
type and author count. The number of authors was treated as categorical. Only values un-
der 64 are plotted to emphasize relationships in the majority of the dataset. B. Interaction
between access type and JCR quartile. JCR Quartile of 1 represents the highest impact
journals. C. Interaction between access type and scaled (standardized) AIS values. D.
Interaction between access type and year.
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Figure 3. Citations as a function of various variables and access type from same
issue of journal. Access type is color coded to match Figure 2. A. Interaction between
access type and author count. B. Interaction between access type and JCR quartile.
JCR Quartile of 1 represents the highest impact journals. C. Interaction between access
type and scaled (standardized) AIS values. Note: Access type by Year is not shown here
because this interaction term was not significant in this analysis (see Table 5).
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Figure 4. Citations in hybrid gold articles as a function of APC and AIS or year. A.
Interaction between APC and scaled (standardized) AIS values. B. Interaction between
APC and Year of Publication.
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Figure 5. What to consider when publishing open access. Authors have many junc-
tures between article submission and appearance in a journal when they can make their
research available while also saving money. After deciding which journal is a good fit for
their reserach, if the journal is low impact, authors can opt for the green route without
sacrificing many potential citations (although a low impact journal likely will not have a
prohibitively expensive APC). If the journal is of high impact, whether author(s) should
pay an APC comes down to their funding—if they have limited funds, they should forgo
paying an APC and opt for the green route as that will be likely to garner more citations
than publishing closed access. If authors go with the green route, they can submit their
articles to a pre-print server before publication and archive in an institutional repository
post-publication; the latter suggestion also applies to articles published closed access
older than two years.
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